Quantification of global and regional ventricular function in cardiac magnetic resonance imaging.
One of the strong assets of cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) is its ability to assess myocardial anatomy, structure, function, flow, and perfusion within a single examination. Quantification of global and regional function from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies was shown to be accurate and reproducible in experimental and clinical research studies. With the advent of high-performance MRI scanners and newly developed pulse sequences, image acquisition times have been reduced considerably in recent years. However, the clinical use of CMR remains limited for various reasons. Among these limitations is that the amount of images obtained in a typical cardiac examination is so large that visual and especially quantitative image analysis is tedious and time consuming. There is an urgent need for optimized dedicated software tools featuring highly automated contour detection and optimized display capabilities to present the quantitative results to the physician in an orderly fashion, thus facilitating clinical decision making. This article focuses on the state of the art in CMR postprocessing techniques for quantitative assessment of global and regional function.